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Distributed Interactions with Wireless Sensors Using TinySIP for Hospital Automation Sudha Krishnamurthy Deutsche Telekom Laboratories, Berlin, Germany [email protected]



Abstract In order to seamlessly interact with everyday objects embedded with wireless sensors, we need diverse messaging abstractions that support convenient application-level interactions with sensor nodes. We have developed TinySIP with the goal of providing a unifying messaging protocol that not only supports distributed interactions among sensor nodes but also enables users on a traditional network to interact with the sensor nodes through familiar devices, such as mobile phones and PDAs. TinySIP leverages the communication abstractions provided by the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), but uses a more compact and energyefficient message format for communication with resourceconstrained nodes. TinySIP supports interaction with sensor nodes using publish-subscribe, instant messaging, and session-based semantics. We have implemented the TinySIP messaging library on Zigbee motes running TinyOS. In this paper, we describe a prototype application that we have developed that illustrates the use of TinySIP for interacting with sensor nodes, in order to automate processes in a hospital environment. Despite the diversity of sensor network applications and the heterogeneity of the sensor-generated data, our example shows that typical sensor-based interactions can be supported through a set of common communication abstractions. Hence, using a standard applicationlevel messaging protocol, like TinySIP, that supports a common set of communication abstractions which can be used in a variety of sensor-based interactions will benefit sensor network application developers and users.



1. Introduction In the next few years, we expect that everyday objects will become increasingly embedded with smart sensor nodes. In order to interact with these embedded sensor nodes and integrate them as part of a larger, context-aware, ∗ Work
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distributed network, we need a distributed messaging protocol that supports diverse, high-level, communication abstractions. In addition, such a protocol has to be aware of the resource constraints of the sensor nodes. However, sensor networks currently lack a uniform set of high-level messaging abstractions for interacting not only among themselves, but also with users and devices on traditional networks. Even within a single sensor application domain, such as healthcare or assisted living, there are multiple solutions available; but they often use their own customized communication abstractions, making it hard for solutions from different developers to interact with each other. To address this drawback, we studied some well-known sensor network applications, such as smart home, smart hospital, and emergency response services, in order to identify the different end-to-end interactions we need to support in an application-level messaging protocol for sensor networks. We found that despite the diversity of sensor devices, the nature of the sensor-generated data, and the sensor network application requirements, the end-to-end interactions with sensors can be supported by a set of well-defined communication abstractions. We concluded that it would be useful to support different messaging semantics, including publishsubscribe for event notification, instant messaging for short queries and control, and session-based semantics for continuous data streams. We also need the ability to send a request in parallel to multiple sensor end-points and forward messages to other sensor nodes, when the resources of the current nodes deplete. Both the sensor nodes as well as the users that interact with the sensor nodes may be mobile. Hence, we need to support context-based delivery of messages. Furthermore, users should be able to use the messaging protocol with familiar static and mobile devices, such as such as mobile phones, PDAs, and laptops. Instead of developing a new messaging mechanism to enable real-time interactions with a sensor network, our approach is based on the premise that key protocols that work well in fixed networks will have to be adapted to access services provided by ad-hoc sensor networks. The advantage of such an approach is that it allows users to com-



municate with the sensor nodes using abstractions and devices that they are already familiar with. Considering the above requirements, we have developed a messaging protocol called TinySIP [3], which makes use of the communication abstractions provided by the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [8], as a basis for interacting with sensor nodes. We first provide an overview of our TinySIP implementation and then illustrate the use of the TinySIP communication abstractions for interacting with sensor nodes, in the context of a prototype application we have developed that makes use of wireless sensors to automate processes in a hospital environment. We conclude by highlighting the benefits of having a standard application-level messaging protocol for sensor-based interactions from an application developer and user perspective.



2. Overview of TinySIP Messaging Library TinySIP is a messaging library that enables users to communicate with sensor nodes through diverse communication abstractions using static and mobile devices, such as mobile phones, PDAs, and laptops. In addition, TinySIP can be used as a high-level messaging protocol that allows sensor nodes within and across networks to communicate with each other. One of the advantages of TinySIP is that it allows users to interact with the sensor nodes using abstractions and devices that they are already familiar with, because SIP is a well-known standard supported by many communication devices. While TinySIP may be regarded as a lightweight version of SIP and we have attempted to conform to existing SIP semantics as much as possible to enable interactions with normal SIP clients, adapting a standard protocol that has been designed for traditional networks also introduces challenges, because these protocols have not been designed for resource-constrained nodes. We have implemented the TinySIP library using TinyOS on the Micaz mote platform. One of the key challenges we had to address in our implementation was to design the TinySIP message format and message exchange, so that the communication overhead and parsing overhead on the sensor nodes can be minimized, while conforming to the semantics of the SIP abstractions. Unlike SIP, which is a textbased protocol, TinySIP uses a more compact message format so that a TinySIP message can be transmitted within a smaller payload, such as the 29-byte payload of a regular TinyOS message. A key component of the TinySIP library is the message parser that handles the SIP communication abstractions, which include INVITE, MESSAGE, NOTIFY, OPTION, PUBLISH, and SUBSCRIBE. We illustrate the use of these abstractions in Section 3. While SIP is typically used over an IP infrastructure, we currently do not depend on the sensor nodes to support an IP stack. Instead, our design currently uses an intermediate gateway for me-



diating interactions between the regular SIP nodes and the more resource-constrained, TinySIP-enabled sensor nodes. The gateway performs the translation between a SIP and TinySIP message and forwards the translated message using the appropriate routing infrastructure. [4] describes the implementation and performance of the TinySIP protocol in more detail.



3. Use of TinySIP for Hospital Automation The use of sensors for providing proactive healthcare is well-known. In addition, sensor nodes can be attached to a variety of clinical assets in a hospital environment, in order to monitor and track them in real-time. This helps automate many mundane tasks and alleviates the loss of revenue in hospitals. At different points in time, different hospital staff interact with the sensors attached to the patients and clinical resources and given the plethora of interactions, it would be useful to have a distributed messaging mechanism that supports convenient application-level interactions with sensor nodes through familiar communication devices, such as mobile phones. We have developed a prototype application that demonstrates the use of TinySIP in a smart hospital environment. In our prototype, we use MicaZ motes with different sensors to monitor different phenomena, and use TinySIP to communicate the information to mobile devices. Although we currently use MicaZ sensor nodes, TinySIP can also be used with other embedded nodes that support the TinyOS platform. We first discuss some of the processes in a hospital that would benefit from automation, highlighting the relevant communication abstractions, and in the following sections, we explain how TinySIP helps in realizing those scenarios. Some of these scenarios were derived from the needs of a university hospital.



3.1. Usage Scenarios in a Smart Hospital 1. Some patients (especially those in the cardiac unit) are required to perform stress tests or treadmill exercises. Care providers can remotely monitor the variation of their patient’s vital statistics by setting up a session with the temperature and pressure sensors and request the data to be streamed to their mobile devices for the duration of the exercise period. The stream of incoming data can be plotted graphically on the mobile device in real-time, allowing the care providers to monitor the variation even when they are on the move. 2. Hospitals lose revenue in misplaced and lost equipment. By attaching important clinical equipment with sensor nodes and using simple location tracking technologies, the hospital staff can send instant messages to the sensors to query the current location of the equipment in real-time. Similarly, by attaching sensor



Figure 1. Smart Hospital GUI client nodes to doctors and nurses, patients can query their current location in a non-intrusive manner. 3. By attaching sensor nodes to patients, nurses and doctors can remotely actuate the sensor nodes and signal the patients at appropriate time intervals to take the correct medication (using LEDs on the sensor nodes). This is especially useful when the patient has a physical impairment (e.g. unable to speak or hear). Similarly, motes with photo sensors and microphones are used to detect whether the light or TV is on in a patient ward and a message is sent to the sensor nodes to turn the light off/on remotely. 4. Hospitals also lose revenue by inappropriately tracking the occupancy of the patient wards. By attaching the patient beds with sensor nodes, hospital staff can send a query in parallel to the different wards and get a real-time update on the vacant beds in the different wards. This helps in patient admissions and tracking the trends also allows the hospital administrators to determine the need for building new wards in the longer term. 5. A nurse may want to be notified about events, such as when someone enters the intensive care unit (ICU). When the actual entry event occurs, the nurse may be at a location that is different from the place at which she subscribed to that event, and her contact information may vary with her location. When the sensor nodes detect entry events, they should notify all the subscribers. Since this event is critical, the notification needs to be delivered based on the current context of the subscribers, which includes the contact method and information (e.g. email, SMS, or phone).



3.2. Smart Hospital GUI Client The smart hospital GUI client that we have developed to interact with the sensors in a smart hospital environment



runs on programmable mobile devices and has been currently developed on a Windows Mobile environment. Figure 1 shows the GUI client running on a T-Mobile MDA. The main overview shows different areas of the hospital that are monitored by different sensors. These include two patient wards with different number of beds, a bloodbank where blood samples are monitored, an ICU, and a lounge area with TV and lighting equipment. When a user clicks on any of these locations, the client application sends a SIP instant message to query the entities currently registered at that location. The gateway then responds with all the sensor-tagged entities currently registered in that location. For example in Figure 1, when a user, such as a doctor or nurse, clicks on Ward001, the gateway in Ward001 responds with information about all of the sensor nodes registered with it. The GUI then displays the current view, indicating the two patients that are currently occupying the beds in that ward (snapshot on the right in Figure 1). The user can then interact with an entity by selecting the entity and the type of message that needs to be sent to it. Then, internally, the client application chooses a SIP method that is appropriate for the interaction and transmits the SIP message to the entity. The message is intercepted by the TinySIP gateway, which converts the SIP message to the TinySIP message format and forwards it to the appropriate destination sensor node. The sensor node uses the TinySIP messaging library to parse the incoming message and returns appropriate provisional responses, in accordance with the SIP standard. We now explain how the TinySIP communication abstractions are used to realize the use cases listed above. For clarity of explanation in the following description, we use the TINYSIP prefix to distinguish between TinySIP methods and the corresponding SIP methods, although in reality, there is a one-to-one correspondence between them.



3.3. Registration of Sensor Services Sensor nodes first need to register the services they offer, so that users (which may also be other sensors) are aware of those services. In TinySIP, an individual node offering a service, or a manager that represents a group of nodes offering the service, registers the service by sending a TINYSIP-REGISTER request to the gateway. The registration message includes the validity period of the registration, attributes of the service (e.g. instantaneous temperature of blood samples), and the identity of the node that is registering (e.g. mote-id, group-id, or a location identifier). The node identity is relevant only within the sensor network and may be used in the future to authenticate the sensor node that is registering the service. When the TinySIP gateway receives a TINYSIP-REGISTER request from a sensor node, it records the information locally in a database and looks up the information to route an incoming SIP mes-



(a) Message flow to setup session



Figure 2. Session semantics using TinySIP sage to the appropriate sensor node. external When the service provided by the sensor nodes changes (for e.g., because the sensor network has been reprogrammed), or when the address of a node providing a service changes, the sensor nodes update their registration with another TINYSIPREGISTER request.



3.4. Session Semantics After the sensors have registered their services, clients can now interact with them using different TinySIP interaction semantics. We now use the example shown in Figure 2(a) to describe how TinySIP enables a user to interact with the sensor nodes using session semantics and realize the first usage scenario listed in Section 3.1. A session is typically established for a certain duration of time. Unlike a short query, the response may not immediately follow a request in the session mode. Instead, the response from the sensors may be sent continuously as a stream or at anytime during an active session. In our smart hospital use case shown in Figure 2(a), the user agent client (UAC), named Jane, who is a doctor in the hospital, uses the GUI client on her mobile phone to initiate a session with the temperature sensors monitoring the temperature of a patient performing a stress test, and requests the temperature data to be streamed for the duration of the test period. Her request is translated into a SIP INVITE request and sent to the contact address of the sensors. If the UAC is registered with a SIP proxy, then the INVITE request is intercepted by the proxy, as shown in Figure 2(a). After obtaining the current contact address, the proxy forwards the request to the appropriate sensor gateway. If the temperature sensors are accessible through multiple gateways, then the proxy forks the request to multiple contact addresses.



The transcript of the messages exchanged between the doctor, the gateway, and the sensor node, during an actual run using our TinySIP implementation is shown in Figure 2(b). When the sensor gateway receives the SIP INVITE request (shown in message 1 of Figure 2(b)), it converts the request to a TINYSIP-INVITE message (shown in message 2 of Figure 2(b)). The gateway then uses the information that it received as part of a previous TINYSIP-REGISTER message to route the TINYSIP-INVITE request to the appropriate sensor nodes representing the patient. Although in the typical case the invitation is sent to a single sensor node, the TinySIP messages can also be disseminated to a group of sensor nodes. According to the standard SIP semantics [8], clients that initiated a session receive provisional responses before the session is finally established. These provisional responses are typically identified by a code. In the normal case, the sensor node that is responsible for providing the requested information accepts the invitation by returning an affirmative response (200 OK), as shown in Figure 2(a). The gateway node forwards the response from the sensor network to the client. In turn, the client acknowledges the response from the sensor nodes by sending an ACK. After this handshake, the sensor nodes begin the media transfer according to the parameters agreed upon during the session establishment. In the example shown in Figure 2, the data stream from the sensor node consists of the raw temperature values (shown in messages 3 and 4 of Figure 2(b)). The GUI application interprets these values and then displays the variation in the temperature graphically. While in the normal case a sensor node that receives a TINYSIP-INVITE accepts the invitation, there may be cases when the sensor nodes may have to reject the invitation. For example, this may happen if the number of active sessions exceeds the maximum threshold that the sensor



node can manage with its resources. In such a case, the sensor node can reject the INVITE by sending an appropriate SIP failure response (e.g., SIP 4xx) to the client. Finally, when the user (Jane) wants to terminate the session, she sends a BYE request to the sensor gateway, as shown in Figure 2(a). The gateway forwards the request to the sensor nodes using the mechanism described above for the INVITE request. The sensor node that is involved in the session accepts the termination by returning a 200 OK response to the client through the gateway. If there are no other outstanding requests for data transfer, the sensor node transitions to a low power cycle to conserve energy.



Figure 3. Message transcript for TinySIP instant messaging



3.5. Instant Messaging Semantics SIP provides the MESSAGE method to exchange instant messages between two end points. TinySIP extends the use of the standard SIP instant messaging semantics to send short queries as well as to remotely actuate and control the sensor nodes. Figure 3 illustrates the use of TinySIP instant messaging for reminding patients to take the appropriate medication (third usage scenario listed in Section 3.1). The patients are equipped with MicaZ nodes and these nodes have the red, green, and yellow LEDs, which represent different medications. A nurse or doctor can select the patient and the corresponding medication through the GUI client running on their mobile phone. The GUI application then composes a SIP MESSAGE request, with the body of the request containing the command and information about the medication, as shown in the transcript (step 1 in Figure 3). The SIP message is routed to the sensor gateway, which then maps the request to a TINYSIP-MESSAGE and forwards it to the sensor node (step 2 in Figure 3). In the example shown, the message indicates that the red, green, and yellow LEDs have to be turned on. The sensor node parses the request and turns on the appropriate LEDs, reminding the patient that he needs to take three of his medications. In cases where the instant message triggers a response (e.g., when a query is sent to determine if the lighting equipment or TV is on), the sensor nodes can in turn, send another TINYSIP-MESSAGE with the response in the body of the message. The gateway maps it to a regular SIP MES-



SAGE and forwards the response to the end-point that sent the query.



3.6. Publish-Subscribe Semantics The TinySIP event publication and notification is an extension of the SIP event state publication process [7]. The sensor node publishes event state using the PUBLISH method and serves as the Event Publication Agent (EPA), while the TinySIP gateway that processes the PUBLISH requests serves as the Event State Compositor (ESC). Figure 4(a) illustrates the use of the TinySIP event notification abstraction in the hospital scenario. Here, a nurse is interested in being notified whenever someone enters the ICU (scenario 5 listed in Section 3.1). This notification is critical and the notification has to be delivered, regardless of the current context of the nurse. In our prototype application, the motes attached to accelerometers are affixed to the entrance of the ICU units. Whenever someone enters the ICU, the accelerometer publishes an entry event. The gateway then notifies all the subscribers about the event. The actual end-point that monitors the event may be the entire sensor network, a single sensor node in the network, or a group of nodes represented by a manager. Users can determine the events supported by a sensor network by sending the SIP OPTIONS request and the gateway responds with a list of events supported by the wireless sensor network. Figure 4(b) shows the transcript of messages exchanged between the subscriber, the gateway, and the sensor node (event publisher) at runtime using our TinySIP implementation. In order to subscribe to a sensor event, a user, in this case the nurse, selects the event of interest and the subscription period using her mobile client application, which results in the transmission of a SIP SUBSCRIPTION request. In our example, the event of interest is the ICU entry event and the subscription period is 10 minutes. The subscription request is routed to the appropriate sensor gateway. If the sensor events provide sensitive information, the gateway can use the SIP authentication mechanism to ensure that only valid subscribers have access to the sensor events. The standard SIP semantics allow a publisher to publish events regardless of the presence of a subscriber. However, in our implementation, we have chosen to trigger the event publication on demand, only when there is an interested subscriber, so that the sensor nodes can conserve energy by avoiding unnecessary message transmissions. Hence, when the gateway receives a subscription for the ICU entry event for the first time, it sends a short TinySIP instant message to the accelerometers in the ICU, with the body of the message indicating that the event publication has to be triggered (step 2 of Figure 4(b)). In the normal case, the appropriate sensor entity in the network accepts the subscription and returns a 200 OK response. The gateway then forwards the



(a) Message flow for TinySIP event notification



(b) Message transcript illustrating publish-subscribe semantics



Figure 4. Publish-subscribe semantics using TinySIP response to the subscriber. Thereafter, whenever the sensors detect an entry event in the ICU, they send a TINYSIPPUBLISH method to the gateway, identifying the event in the header field (as shown in step 3 of Figure 4(b)). For each successful PUBLISH, the ESC (gateway) generates a tag and returns it in the 200 OK response to the publisher (sensor node). When the sensor node updates the event state in subsequent PUBLISH requests, it should specify this tag in the request, so that the gateway can identify the event. Each time the gateway receives a PUBLISH request from the sensor node, it sends a NOTIFY message to inform interested subscribers about the event (as shown in step 4 of Figure 4(b)). If the subscribers can be contacted on their mobile phone, the notification is delivered as a text message, as shown in Figure 4(a).



Finally, whenever the duration of a subscription expires, the sensor nodes simply remove the subscription. A subscriber can explicitly unsubscribe to the event by sending a SUBSCRIBE request with the subscription period set to 0, as shown in Figure 4(a). If there are no other outstanding subscriptions for that event, the gateway explicitly stops the publication process by sending a TinySIP instant message to the publishing sensor node. This helps the sensor nodes to conserve their energy. While we currently use the TinySIP gateway to notify the subscribers, the SIP standard also allows the notifications to be sent directly from the publishers (sensors) to the subscribers. However, that would require the resource-constrained sensor nodes to keep track of all the subscriber requests.



4 Related Work Several research and commercial solutions have been developed to employ wireless sensors for improving healthcare and wellness. [1] describes an integrated framework for mobility, presence, and event management in a medical environment using SIP, WLAN, and Zigbee technologies, but does not specifically look at the issue of extending the SIP semantics to interact with embedded sensor nodes. The Codeblue [6] project has developed a suite of wireless sensors and software for emergency care in hospitals and disaster response. The software supports routing, naming, discovery, and security for wireless medical sensors. ALARMNET [9] makes use of Micaz sensors, stargate gateways, and PDAs to collect information in a secure manner in an assisted living and residential monitoring context. Both Codeblue and ALARM-NET use TinyOS enabled sensor nodes as their implementation platform. Several commercial solutions employing wireless sensors for remote patient monitoring and healthcare have also been developed by companies, such as Philips and GE Healthcare. Another example of an industry solution is the IBM personal care connect solution [2], which allows health monitoring devices, such as blood pressure cuff and pill boxes to send data to a mobile phone via bluetooth. A mobile hub software integrated into the mobile phone allows the phone to act as a gateway and forward the data to a care center for monitoring. The above systems focus more on the application perspective and have developed solutions to address different aspects of the healthcare domain. TinySIP is orthogonal to the above systems in that it primarily focuses on the messaging perspective and on providing a unifying set of



application-level communication abstractions. While we have illustrated the use of different TinySIP communication abstractions in the context of a smart hospital application, these abstractions are also relevant to other sensor network applications, such as emergency response, surveillance, smart home, and other smart environments. While most of the related work in the healthcare domain typically focuses on the extraction of data from the sensors to an intelligent user for monitoring, TinySIP allows twoway interactions and enables sensors themselves to initiate interactions with other sensor nodes or with user devices in an external network by setting up sessions, subscribing to events and sending short instant messages using high-level abstractions. By choosing a protocol that is already supported by many static and mobile devices on traditional networks and adapting it suitably to work with resource-constrained sensor nodes, we have shown how we can enable seamless machine-to-machine interactions between traditional devices and objects embedded with sensor nodes. While there has also been related work to develop protocols to bridge the gap between traditional networks and sensor networks using existing protocols, such as HTTP (e.g. TinyREST [5]), unlike TinySIP those efforts do not focus on providing a standard set of application-level communication abstractions that would be relevant to a broad set of sensor-based applications.



5. Conclusions Having illustrated some of the communication abstractions needed for interaction with sensors, we conclude with a real-life example to highlight the usefulness of having an application-level messaging protocol like TinySIP as a standard way of interacting with different sensors. Consider the case of Eric, who is in his early twenties and has had a diving accident which has left him paralyzed from his neck down. He is confined to a wheelchair for the rest of his life. His family wants to build him a smart home that will allow him to lead an independent life, but also want a nonintrusive way of being informed about his health and status. Moreover, his care providers should be able to interact with him remotely and remind him about medication. Currently, there are customized solutions from various providers that use different forms of interaction to support some aspects of this scenario. However, customers currently need to pay an installation fee and a separate monthly service fee to each solution provider for data transport and management of data from different types of sensors. However, consider a scenario in which all consumer device manufacturers embed their devices with sensors that communicate using a standard open-source messaging protocol like TinySIP and network service providers supply DSL routers enabled with TinySIP. Eric can now use his SIP-enabled programmable mobile phone as a universal re-



mote control device to control all of the smart appliances in his home (TV, oven etc.), with his TinySIP-enabled DSL router serving as a home gateway. Since TinySIP does not depend on the sensors to have an Internet address, and the set of objects embedded with TinySIP-enabled sensors form an ad-hoc network, they can easily reconfigure when the smart devices are moved or added. Eric’s doctor can use his mobile device to send an instant message through the TinySIP gateway to the sensors on Eric’s wrist, to remind Eric to take his medication or query his vital statistics nonintrusively. Finally, since all of the sensors in his home are TinySIP-enabled, if Eric falls off his wheelchair, the sensors on his smart wheelchair can notify the event to all of the camera sensors in his home that have subscribed to that event using TinySIP. The nearest camera sensor can then be triggered to take pictures, initiate a TinySIP session with the regular SIP-enabled mobile devices of his family members, and stream those pictures to those devices, so that the family members can visually assess the criticality of the situation. In addition to simplifying the interfacing, another advantage of using a uniform messaging protocol, like TinySIP, to interact with sensor services is that network service providers and mobile service providers can use that as a basis for providing novel sensor-based data services using existing infrastructure. Acknowledgment: We thank Matthias Lehmann for implementing the GUI client.
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